CERTIFIED, TRAINED
GUIDES

6 DAY SUMMIT
MT KENYA, CHOGORIA,
& NARO MARU

APPROPRIATE FOR
ALL AGES

ALL EQUIPMENT
INCLUDED
DISCOUNTS FOR
GROUPS

It might be the second highest peak in Africa, but it’s at the top of our list for unforgettable experiences.
Our 5+ day expeditions on Mt. Kenya takes you from tropical rainforest, 2,400m above sea level, to the
alpine slopes of point Lenana, and finally the trekker’s summit at 4,985m above sea level. There’s a
reason why Mt. Kenya is often regarded as the most beautiful mountains in Africa, and we want you to
see it for yourself. Savage Wilderness will customize each trek depending on the time of year, the overall
experience of the group, and the peaks and trails of interest to your group. Our 5 day tours start at ksh
91,000 and include an expert guide, porters, meals, transport, and all park fees.
The itinerary described below is that which many of our clients use. However, weather conditions, client
fitness and other factors may require us to alter our timings and route.
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Your fun filled itinerary.
Day One
You will be met by your guides in Nairobi and transferred to our river side camp in Sagana. Here you will have
some refreshments and receive a briefing by your guides on your ascent before continuing on to Chogoria and
the start of your climb. We will enter the Mt. Kenya forest at an altitude of 1600m. We have the option to continue
up to 2550m if required and conditions permit. Most climbers will camp here although some do continue on to
the park gate at 2950m. Your evening meal is served and you can relax around a camp fire before retiring to the
sounds of the Mt. Kenya rain forest.
Day Two
Breakfast is served at 0730, after which bags are packed and you leave the campsite on foot from the previous
nights camp. Today you are walking up to the secluded campsite at Lake Ellis at an altitude of 3500m. You will walk
through moorland and Tussock grass. The Heather and Proteas are quite beautiful, particularly when some of the
other flowers are in bloom, such as Gladiolus, Kniphofra, and Senecio. The remainder of the afternoon is spent
relaxing in camp before dinner and another early night.
Day Three
The walk today is well off the beaten track. You will walk around the lake, cross over the valley, and follow a
ridge up the mountain for 3 hours before eventually joining the tourist track on the normal Chogoria route at
an altitude of 4,300m. Breath taking views abound over the Gorges Valley and back towards Itinguni and the
Northern Moorlands. Lunch is served at a small stream crossing, before continuing for a further hour plus down to
Lake Michaelson for our night’s camp in the most amazing setting and some awesome fishing. Afternoon is once
again spent relaxing at camp.
Day Four
A leisurely start to the day with a couple of options for the night (Mintos, Simba Col, Austrian Hut). An early night is
recommended as you are attempting the summit next day!
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Day Five
You are woken at 2.30am if staying at Mintos, or later if you are camped at a different location, with a hot drink and
a light snack before starting walking. The majority of the walk is in the dark so you are at least well on the way to
Pt. Lenana, via Simba Col for sunrise. After a final effort you will be (hopefully) on the summit for first light!
We descend from the summit down to Shiptons Camp at 4200m for an early lunch and the rest of the days relaxing
around camp. We also can hike the summit circuit that day and overnight at Mackiders.
Day Six
On our final day after breakfast, we walk the final 10km down to the park gate. Here you are going to say goodbye
to your guide and porter team( please remember to tip them if they have done a good job!) before heading back
to Nairobi via our riverside camp where you will eat lunch before continuing on to Nairobi.
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What to bring.
See attached kit list.

What’s included.
All transport
All food & drink
All accommodation
Reserve fees
Qualified guides & porters

What’s not included.
Flights (information available on request)
Travel Insurance (information available on request)
Visa ($50 pp.)
Personal spending money
Tips
Any additional activities at Savage Wilderness
Availability.
Mt Kenya is available all year round although we would prefer not to take people up in the months of April, May
and November as it is the rainy seasons. We need a minimum of 4 people and a maximum of 100 people.
Reservations.
It is very important that you make a reservation with as much anticipation as possible to reserve the dates of
your adventure. Please note that on reserving your adventure you will have to pay a 50% deposit.
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